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HOW TO INCREASE PUBLIC INVESTMENT ON RESEARCH

By ELISEU ALVES·

INTRODUCTION

From society's point af view, the question i5 whether
agricultural research should be considered as a priority for the
public sector. In other words, should a major objective be to increase
total funds allocated to agriculture research? How to get the support
from the public authorities?

The foundation of the analysis is the idea that it is
stress (or crisis), be it of economic or of a social nature,
induces government to take decisions. Clearly not all decisions,
most of them, when heavy investments are needed (DEJANVRY, 1973).

The question is then how to detect signals of stress or when
it will arise, to make it known to society and government, and how it
relates to lack of investment on research. A related question is how
to motivate society to support research.

The paper addresses to these questions. The Brazilian•Agriculture is the background for it. But it is tried to have
conclusions that are applicable to other situations.
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TWO TYPES or PROCESSES TO OEVElOP TECHNOLOGY

For the purpose of the paper two processes are
relevant. What separates them is the presence or not of organized
research (public or private).

The first process is named Model A. Organized research
1s not present. what makes the stock of knowledge and technology
to grow is the accumulated experience of farmers, their ability
to import technology and to adapt it to the conditions of the

.country. The power of this piocess to increase productivity (of
labor or land) is small. The objective is to mantain the
productivity leveI and to create conditions to expand the
cultivated area whenever it is possible. But even in this case
the power of the process is limited, if the new environment is
very different. For instance, the technology brought by the
European and Asian immigrants developed the Northeast and
Southern agriculture of Brazil. lt failed when it was applied to
the Cerrados (Brazilian Savannas - 25% of Brazilian territory,
and most of it located in the Central part of the country) and to
the Amazon region. Those regions present problems that are•peculiar to them, and very difficult to solve,without the help of
science.

This unsystematic way to generate knowledge (by trial
and error) was responsible for the majority of technologies that
were developed up to the beginning of the century. In Brazil and
developing countries its influence is still present, and to a
large oegree, sometimes. But it started to loose importance in
the beginning of the sixties.

The second process is Model B. Knowledge and technology
is generated by organized research (public and private).
lechnology is then science based. The transfer of knowledge and
technology is through the research system which adapt them to
needs of the country. The purpose of the technological
development is to 1ncrease productivity of land or labor, and to
make possible the growth of the cultivated area, when there
is land to incorporate.
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Depending on the situation one goal prevails over the other.

GRAPHlC I pictures how the processes develop.
lhe vertical axis measures the amount of technology

(models A and B) used by farmers. lt varies from O to 100
(percent of farmers that use the technology generated by models A
or B). lhe horizontal axis is time.

At the beginning, all technologies used by farmers were
generated by model A. lt starts to loose importance First
slowly. t hen at a growing speed, when point A is reached.
Modernization of agriculture speeds up, and after point B most of
the technologies in use by farmers were genereted by model B.
Eventually a point may be reached when model B is the only source
of generation of technology. After point B, agriculture is
science based.

lhe Graphic I indicates the period when stress (or
cr í s í s ) is mounting. lt is located in the interval AB. lt
coincides with a great âcceleration of the modernizatior. process
of agriculture. lhe crisis may be consequence of a food deficit,
the loss of the country's ability to export or because rural life
is disturbed in view of some farmers are progressing at a faster..rate, improving its social status, while the great majority is
lagging behind. Or in other words, income is ccncentrated by the
modernization process, and this almost means that land is in
fewer hands. lhe rate of migration speeds up , and if the
industrial and services sector do not develop, unemployment and
underemployment emerge in the cities, with alI of its
eonsequences.

lhe stress is eonsequence of the faet that soeiety
delayed the investment on researeh or in the import of
teehnology, if there was technology to import. And lhe delay
brought about the crises, as consequenee of the lack of response
of agrieulture to a growing demand or to the increase of
eompetition in the international markets.

How long the stress will last depends
soeiety to remove the factor that blocks
agrieulture, and lack of investment on research

on the ability of
modernization of
is the main one.
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The need to a great lncrease ln the speed of the
modernization of agriculture, at point A and after it occured
because the investments were not made in the right amount·in the
previous period. Hence the crisis can be avoided if the
government learns when model A looses the capacity to bring about
a supply growth that is according to the growth of the demand,
and make the investments that are necessary.

G

TYPES Of CRISIS

The crises are'classified in the following types which
may be present at the same time:

a) food deficit - It means that the demand for food is
growing at a faster rate than the supply of food, and the country
is not in condition to import it, because of problems with the
balance of payment brought about by a large accumulateu deficit
in foreign currency. This is the most serious type of crisis, in
the sense of causing demages to.economic and social systems.

The most important factors that are behind demand
growth are population and percapita income increase. Urbanization
shifts demand to products like animal protein, fruits and
vegetables. Edible beans, manioc and products that take a long
time at the home fabric become less and less importante The need
to export is another important factor behind demand growth. Among
the factors that explain the lack of response of supply are
investment in research and extension, price, credit and export
policies.

Research institution ought to be able to show to
government and society their role in solving food crisis, and
hence how important is to increase the investment on them.

b) Loss of the capacity to exporto Most developing
cou~tries h~ve an important export sector of agricultural
products. At the production side, the most advanced farmers
belong to it. After the Second World War the developed countries
experienced a fasl growth of export of agricultural products as
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consequence of the modernizatlon of agrlculture and huge amount
of subsldes provlded to lt. Since them, compet~tlon ls
mounting; and after 1975 the prices of the most lmportant export
commodities as soybean, corn, wheat, suggar, rice and cotton have
been decreasing. They have reached levels that are the lowest in
modern times.

The developing countries have not been able to face
this competion, and, hence, are loosing position in the
international markets, and some of them are becoming net
importers of food or are importing food at increasing rates.

The loss of important markets and the import of food
trigger the mechanism of a deep crisis in rural areas that
reflects over alI society. Income in rural areas decreases and
the rate of migration speeds up. The balance of payment worsens
up. Society sees in the imports of food a sign of 10ss of
prestige and that the country becomes more vulnerable to the
fluctuation of the international trade.

c) LAND TENURE

The growth of rural population, lack of employment
oportunities in other sectors of the economy and the
concentration of land in the hands of few people are responsible
for another type of crisis that is common in the developing
countries: the pressure of the peasants for land. When there is a
food deficit and the migration rate is very high society may see
in land distribution the main cause of the crisis. And then it
comes the quest for agrarian reform as way to modernize
agricul.ture and to reduce the disparities of income. In modern
times, the agrarian reform creed sees in research and
exte ••sion a impQrtant tool for the suces~ of the programo

When there is a frontier to expand agriculture, a way
out of the crisis is to incorporate more land in cultivation, and
this happens at the expenses of investments in the increase of
productivity. When research institution face such situation two
courses of action are advisable. First: demonstrate how much
society looses because productivity does not increase; and
second: show that research is an important tool to solve problems
posed by a new environment where agriculture is expanding.
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d) fACTOR PRICE CHANGE
.

This change brings stress over the cost of production
and farmers react to stimulate the generatlon of technologies
that save the factor that has its price increased more. 50 the
research lnstitutions are induced to shape their research
programs according to the factor price changes. lt Is not only a
question of reallocation of funds. The government is also
lnduced to increase the investment on research. The literature on
this subject is vast, and the best reference Is Hayami and Ruttan
(1985).

GENESI5 Of lHE CRISES

The factors that ey.~lains the crises varry from type to
type of crisis. For instance, the policy to expand the acreage
coupled with high rates of migration to the cities and the
restrictions of the immigration laws, causes labor to become
relative scarce to land and, consequently, shifts the factor
prices.

The discrimination against agriculture, which is so
common among the developing countries, to foster
industria1ization, restricted the abi1ity of agriculture to
respond to demand increase and caused a growing food deficit, in
conjunction with 10ss of exporting capacity. •

The po1icy to subsidize modern inputs through credit
discriminates against small farmers and favors the
concentration of land in fewer hands.

lf the increase of productivity is the best avenue to
increase supply and the government does not support research to
the extent that is needed, agriculture looses the capacity to
grow and to compete in the international markets.

From the stand point of the research institutions that
want to spe their funds increased, it 1s important to know the
nature of the crises that are present, and more, to be able
to forsee when they start, if they are not present.
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SDURCES DF SUPPLV GRDWTH

e,

The
identify the
(geometric) of

identities bellow are well known, and useful to
sources of growth. The symbols are annual rates
growth.

p = a+r + a.r
p=production; r=yield; a=acreage
a=t+k + t.k
t=area that each worker can cultivate; k=labor force in

agriculture.
The two identities may be combined to give:
p=r+t+k+(r.t + r.k + t.v. + r.t.k) (1)
The bracket measures the interaction effects, which

tend to be small in relation to additive ones.
Production grows by the increase of

productivity (measured in terms of the area
cultivates), and growth of labor force.

To increase acreage it is necessary to have t+k+t.k o.
If k < o (labor force in agriculture is decreasing)then it is
necessary to have t > Ik+t.kl. This means that mechanization
must be stimulated.

yield,
each

labor
worke:r

If r=o, which was so common among the- developing
countries up to sixties, production will grow only by acreage
increase. If t=o, which was true also in some developing
countries, production growth is equivalent to labor force
growth.

If there is a technological barrier to acreage expansion
or if the f ron t í er is already exausted, then ae o , and t > o
implies k< o. This means that labor is displace~, and the size of
displacement varries with !.

By the decomposition above, there are two paths for
output growth (p > o): y ield and area increase, and they need not
be mutually exclusive.
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However from the stand po1nt of costs to soc1ety, one
may be preferable to the other. If yield 1s preferable to area
1ncrease, and if the investments are made to only 1ncrease
acreage then p will be smaller,for a given set of prices and
technolog1es.

In table 1 is the decomposition of the rate of growth
of output of Brazilian Agriculture for four decades, starting in
1940-50 decade. It can be seen that acreage increase is the main
source of growth, except for the last decade, when yield became
thp most 1mportant source.

Yield increase started at very low leveI and recently
speeded up to become the most important source. lhe opposite 1s
true for acreage that decreased in the last two decades.

Brazil has about 66% of her agricultural land not
occupied by agriculture. lhe slow down of acreage increase is
consequence of the difficult environment where the new frontier
is located: Amazon region. Besides,it is expensive to bring it
under production, and the operating costs of production is higher
there thôn in anywhere else in Brazil; and to these negative
factors, one has to add the transport costs to the important
markets of the country, which are far from there. But anyway
acreage increase is one of the important sources of production
expansion in Brazil, and research institutions need to Show to
society how they can contribute to solve problems of the new
frontier.
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lABLE 1: DECOMPOSllION or lHE CEOMElRIC RAlES or GROWlH or
PROOUClION BElWEEN ACREAGE ANO YIELD. DAlA rpR lHE
PERIOO 1940-80. lHE RAlES or GROWlH ARE IN PERCENlAGE.

Sources of OECAOES
Growth 1940-50 1950-60 1960-70 1970-80
Yield (r) .53 1.58 1.89 3.49
Acreage(t+k) 2.58 4. 16 3.46 2.96
Production(p) 3. 11 5.74 5.35 6.45

Source: Adapted from ALVES (1984). lhe interaction effects were
small and were included in r and t.k.

ACREAGE OR YIELO INCREASE

Graphic 2 was built to clarify the conflict that
develops between acreage and yield growth as means to increase
production. The vertical axis measures acreage cost, snd the
horizontal one yield cost.The path MR indicates the social costs
to obtain one additional unit of production through yield and
acreage. Each point over the path reflects a different date. Time

increases from O on. Line OC is the locus of points were the two
costs a.re equal.
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CT8ph 2: SOCIAL COSl TO DB1AIN DNE ADDI1IONAl UNIT Dr PRODUCTION
BY YIElD ANO ACREACE INCREASE
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In acreage are lncluded the usual costs of productlon,
lnvestments to brlng land ln productlon, llke roads,
lnfrastruture, forest clearlng, etc. In yleld, are the co~ls of
research and extension, credit subsidies to stlmulate the
diffuslon of innovetlons, and the usuel costs Df productlún.

In the beglnnlng, acreege costs grow slowly for the
lend thet is easler to cultlvete and more fertile is firtly
incorporeted into production. lhen 1t 1ncreeses et fester rete.
lhe new lend 1s fer from the merkets, difficult to cleer, and
there 1s elso the loss of fertility of the older arees. lhere are
many technologies thet reduce such costs: transport, land
clearing and drainage technologies, etc. lhey deley the increase
of the ecreage costs to produce one additionel unit Df output.

lhe yield cost grows at fast rates in the beginning.
lraditional technologies, model A, has a very limited power to
increase yield. lhe possibilities to import technologles are also
very restricted. When the country shifts to model B, end improves
its capacity to generate knowledge and technologies yield cost
slows down, comes to to a stop, and, eventually, decreases. At
point O they are equal. At point A the yield cost starts to
decrease, and the rate of decrease speeds up ever since.

Eventually the frontier exausts, and, hence, there is
no peaciful way to incorporate additional areas. lhis happens at
H, when acreages cost grows without limito At this point yield
cost reaches a miminum, end the path becomes vertical.

lhe convex part of the path MR faces the linç De.
If a country is in a point below line De, let's say

point A, one additional unit Df output costs more if obtained
through yield than if through acreage 1ncrease; Above line De,
the opposite occurs.

Much before exausting the front1er, it may be cheaper
to increase output by yield increase, and the country may be
pursuing an acreage increase policy, which is the most common one
among the developing countries. lhen the output Df agriculture
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would grow by e smaller amount, sometimes much smaller, than it
would have been if a yield increasing policy was th€ choice.
lhere are many political pressure for land expansion and very
little pressure for yield improvement. lhe reason are:
historically, this is what has was done; hence tradition pushes
in that direction; pressures over the land by preasants that want
more land to cultivate; the high cost (finantial cost) to
establish research and extension institutions, or to expand them;
the false idea that research only brings results in the long run
(a confusion between research project and research
institution-the later produces results every year).

The inadequate policy leads the country to a food
deficit, to export less and less, worsening the balance of
payment problems and to the impoverishment of rural areas, with
the consequent increase of migration. UI~an and rural crises are
set free. When the line oe is crossed, if investments in yield
increase were not made previously, the country will be moving
toward the crises. It is also important to note that is difficult
to convince the authorities to invest on research, when the point
reached is below line oe. The research institutions established
in this period may not survive, because lack of support.

To take advantage of the crises to improve the support
to research institutions, is important to know whether the
country is urban or noto lhe strategies varies whether the

•political power is in the hands of the urban people or of the
rural people.
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lhe graph contains two paths. lhe põth L1 15 for a

country that created employment opportun1tles ln the cltl~s. They
were able to contlnuosly attract the rural populatlon. Initlally
majorlty of the populatlon was located ln rural aereas.
Migratlon , sometlmes at growlng rates, shifted the eooress c!
the population to the urbls. At l1ne De urban
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population equals rural population, and then becomes· larger.
countries that followed path Li pursued also a policy of draft
industrialization. The idea of the policies was to apply the
savings (internal and external)in the industrial, energy and road
construction sectors, and let agriculture grow by acreage
expansion,with a very small amount of investment in modernization,
to avoid competition for the saving, with the urban sectors.
Referring to graph 2, points above line oe were reached, before
the agriculture policy shifted to yield increase.

When line oe is reached, the political power also
shifts to the cities to the hands of the leaders of the
industrial and finantial sectors and organized labor, which are
political groups with the same interests. They are
important targets to obtain the support for research. It is
important to give them conditions to understand that the urban
crises will worsen up if the agriculture policy does not shift to
yield increase and that it cannot be achieved without investments
in research.

The themes to discuss are the following:
a) linkages betweer. violence and food deficit;
b) reduction of worker productivity and ability to

learn as consequence nutritional problems;
c) loss of the capacity to export;
d) Increase of migration as consequence of income

problems in rural areas;
e) The need to import food and its devastating effects

over the balance-of payment and the moral of the
country;

f) The worsening of equity problems as consequence of
the increase c~ food prjces.

The methods to reach the targets groups must be
ellected by competent professionals, hired from the press.
Television, newspapers of wide circulation and radio must be
used. The message should interest the urban population, but not
to the neglect of rural people. On the contrary,one should stress
the role of farmers in solving the urban crises (Alves, 1984).
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Path L~ is for a country that preferred to stay rural
or that could not industrialize. The leadership of the country is
predominantly rural or has strong 1nterests on rural areas, where
are located the sources of political power.

lt 1s necessary to take 1nto account two groups of
countries. The first is densely populated and the frontier is
already exausted. They have a long tradition with agriculture. A
culture built around religious fee11ngs. The grasping of the
meaning of the world and of things is from the general to the
particular. Reasoning is much more intuitive than analytical. lt
not ease to create an environment favourable to science, and let
science impregnate the whole society.This is, sometimes, done
by means that are not democratic, which may work or not,and most
of the times do not wark.

They are poor countries. The leveI of savings is low.
The investment in research institutions needs the support of the
donnor community. Hence to show the relevance of research it is
important not to overlook the donnor community. The opposite
mistake should be avoided: the neglecting of the possibilities of
interna I financing.

One need to be careful not to present science as
opposed to religion. To avoid, be it implicit or explicitly done,
comparisons between scientific and religious reasoning.

The themes to be discussed are linked to· poverty
problems, famine, well being and the role that modern agriculture
has to improve income in rural aereas. ln those societies, the
question of equity is a major issue,and,hence, shoud be addressed
carefully. The press, churches, meetings with important leader
are the main communication channels with society.

The second group of countries has not yet exausted the
frontier through which agriculture can expando However, the
frontier presents problems to agriculture production or may
reqüire huge i~vestments to become productive.This is a theme
to discuss, and also how science can be helpful to develop the
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frontler lendo One need be cereful to enelyse the
mey exlst to heve sclence eccepted by soclety.
ever sltuetlon tend to be susplclous of the
sclence.

problems that
Ferm people ln

peràdlgms of

SIGNS or CRISES

It was enalysed four types of crises: food
loss of export capaclty, lend tenure and factor price
Simple minded statistics gives evidences for them. lhe
output (p) can be computed, elso yield and acreage. lhe
below is true, for each period:

p = r + a.r
a = ennual rate of growth of area (geometric).

If there are statistics of the labor force, identity (1) can be
applied. Yields can be computed on a crop by crop basis. With
thls approach one looses the effects of crop substitution on
yield. These evidences show whether yields are stagnated or
not, and what is the contribution of acreage to output growth;
and, finally, how the contribution of acreage splits into labor
productivity and labor force increase.

What is much more compllcated is to evaluate whether
line oe of graphic 2 has been crossed. In otner words, where the
return to investments is higher: acreage or yield increase?
Statistics on the rate of return of research and extension

deficit,
changes.

growth of
ldentity

provide some hints. But the best is a direct evaluation of the
return of investment in acreage or yield growth. The literature
is lacking in this respect.
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CONCLUOING REMARKS

It was shown how crises can be helpful to obtain
support from society to research. lhe ideas discussed are very
general,so that they can be broadly applied. A given research
institution, however, should find out the best strategy that
suits it. lhe point to be stressed is that the support for
research institutions can be increased if the correct strategies
are chosen, and this involves the discussion of broad economic
and social issues.

Alves E.R.A .
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